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PROBLEM
STATEMENT



CONTEXT

Music Streaming Services Stats (2024)

https://explodingtopics.com/blog/music-streaming-stats


Music Streaming Services Stats (2024)

https://explodingtopics.com/blog/music-streaming-stats


Statista 2024

Indian Music Industry Analysis: Streaming, Live Industry, Bollywood, 2022 Trends, and More

Average monthly active users of
music streaming services in India from
fiscal year 2020 to 2023 (in millions)

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1380422/india-average-monthly-music-listeners/
https://soundcharts.com/blog/india-music-market-overview#indian-music-industry-stats-indias-digital-revolution-by-the-numbers


PROBLEM STATEMENT
In today's digital  age,  music plays a vital  role in expressing
our emotions.  Yet ,  understanding the feel ings and genres in
songs in this ever-evolving industry can be tr icky.  Our Model
identif ies the most l ikely genre and sentiment the song is
trying to convey.  We do this over 10 genres (including
bollywood) and  6 sentiments.
Our goal  is to help people better understand themselves and
enjoy and appreciate the music they l isten to more.  



POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Emotional  Analysis :

Our model can help users analyze the emotions conveyed by songs,  providing insights into
their  mood and feel ings through their  music preferences,  as wel l  as helping them
understand what type of music they enjoy l istening to.  

Educational  purposes:

Our solution can be uti l ised by individuals with diff icult ies in processing emotions/music
students to learn about emotions and genres,  offer ing a practical  appl ication for
understanding these music attr ibutes for personal  enhancement and awareness.  

Scope in Industry (for industr ies working with music) :

Our Model can be used as a module for precise music analysis ,  which would al low one to
enhance user experiences,  tai lor recommendations,  and drive engagement of apps too!  



IMPACT
Deeper Music Appreciation:  It  helps users recognize
patterns in their  l istening habits and discover new music
that matches their  mood.

Music-Based Icebreakers:  Feel ing awkward at a social
gathering? Our model can be used to analyze a song everyone
knows and discuss the emotions or genre it  conveys.

Improved Emotional  Awareness:  The model aids users in
understanding their  emotional  state through music
preferences.  It  contr ibutes to self-ref lection and improved
wel l-being.



LITERATURE
REVIEW



PAPER 1:

MUSICAL EMOTIONS ANALYSIS
(TISMO-CAPILI ,  2020-21)

This project 's aim is to study and compare machine learning
techniques that can help identify the emotions of a person by
first f inding the emotions that are conveyed through the music
they l isten to.  

Dataset:
A new dataset was created by extracting songs from Spotify
playl ists representing various (8) emotions,  ensuring balance in
the number of songs per mood. Songs were retr ieved and their
audio features were processed and merged into a single
dataset.

Reference: T. Tismo-Capili, “Musical Emotions Analysis,” thesis, 2021.



The evaluated models had Leave-One-Out Cross-
Validation (LOOCV) implemented. Results indicated

SVM as the most accurate model, outperforming
Gaussian Naïve Bayes by a margin of 2%.



Limited Dataset Size 

Can bui ld dataset without any Ethical  Concerns 

Minimal Bias Sentiment Representation 



PAPER 2:

MUSIC GENRE CLASSIFICATION USING
RANDOM FOREST

PANDITA S. ,  2021  
This project is using Random Forest for music genre
classif ication (10) using music audios of 30 seconds each.

Kaggle Dataset:  GTZAN Dataset - Music Genre Classif ication
(see later)

Reference: S. Pandita, “Music Genre Classification using Random Forest - hackerdawn - Medium,” Medium, Jan. 06, 2022.

https://medium.com/hackerdawn/music-genre-classification-using-random-forest-219fc2446666


Computational  Costs and Discontinuous Transit ion between
classes 

Robust to Overf itt ing

Can handle unbalanced Data



PAPER 3:

MUSIC GENRE CLASSIFICATION
STEPHEN N.  M. ,  2023 

The objective of this research is to develop a precise and
effective music genre classif ication model using Convolutional
Neural  Networks (CNN),  Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Random Forest algorithms.

Kaggle Dataset:  GTZAN Dataset - Music Genre Classif ication
It  consists of 1000 audio f i les ,  each 30 seconds long,  from
ten different music genres:  blues,  classical ,  country,  disco,
hip-hop,  jazz ,  metal ,  pop,  reggae,  and rock
It  contains audio f i les in WAV format with a sample rate of
22050 Hz and a bit  depth of 16 bits .  The audio f i les were
sampled from the Mil l ion Song Dataset and preprocessed to
ensure high qual ity and the absence of irrelevant noise.

Reference: N. M. Stephen and California State University, Northridge, “Music Genre Classification,” thesis, 2023.

https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=52a1255c04ffd182JmltdHM9MTcxNTI5OTIwMCZpZ3VpZD0zY2U2MzAxOC1jODZlLTZmYjktMDkzYi0yMjA5Yzk2ODZlYmMmaW5zaWQ9NTIzMg&ptn=3&ver=2&hsh=3&fclid=3ce63018-c86e-6fb9-093b-2209c9686ebc&psq=N.+M.+Stephen+and+California+State+University%2c+Northridge%2c+%e2%80%9cMusic+Genre+Classification%2c%e2%80%9d+thesis%2c+2023.&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9zY2hvbGFyd29ya3MuY2Fsc3RhdGUuZWR1L2Rvd25sb2Fkcy83MzY2NmI2OG4&ntb=1




Smal l  s ize and narrow representation of genres 

Insights into accuracy and execution t imes of models 

Detai led comparative analysis 



TARGETS
Abil ity to extract audio features and lyr ics

Genre AND Sentiment Analysis

Dataset usable for Bol lywood Music



DATASET AND
FEATURES

PREPROCESSING



SPOTIFY-TRACKS-DATASET V1 
(@MAHARSHIPANDYA) 

Reference: https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/maharshipandya/-spotify-tracks-dataset/data 

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/maharshipandya/-spotify-tracks-dataset/data
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/maharshipandya/-spotify-tracks-dataset/data


DATASET COLLECTION

STEP 1

By carrying out
EDA/model training, we

found gaps in our
chosen dataset

STEP 2

We populated our
database with

additional data using
Spotify’s API - Spotipy

STEP 3

We repeated this
procedure for our

model iterations - using
Playlists already curated
by Spotify to minimise

Sentiment Bias

SPOTIPY



WHY SPOTIPY?

Music Streaming Services Stats (2024)

https://explodingtopics.com/blog/music-streaming-stats


DATASET COLLECTION

STEP 1

Extract song and artist
names from our

curated database

STEP 2

Use the Genius API
to get lyrics for these

songs

GENIUS API

Reference: Genius API

https://docs.genius.com/#/getting-started-h1


acousticness 1.
loudness 2.
danceability 3.
energy 4.
duration_ms 5.
speechiness 6.
valence 7.
tempo 8.
instrumentalness 9.
liveness 10.
unnamed 11.
track_id 12.
artists  /  artist_name13.
album_name14.

 15. track_name 
16. popularity 
17. explicit 
18. key 
19. mode 
20. time_signature 
21. track_genre 
22. type 
23. id 
24. uri 
25. track_href 
26. analysis_url 
27. mood
28. lyrics

FEATURES IN OUR DATA



acousticness: A confidence measure from 0.0 to 1.0 of whether the track is acoustic. 1.

loudness: The overall loudness of a track in decibels (dB). Positive values represent louder songs while

negative values suggest quieter ones.  

2.

danceability: Danceability describes how suitable a track is for dancing based on a combination of

musical elements including tempo, rhythm stability, beat strength, and overall regularity. A value of 0.0

is least danceable and 1.0 is most danceable  

3.

energy: Energy is a measure from 0.0 to 1.0 and represents a perceptual measure of intensity and

activity. 

4.

duration_ms: The track length in milliseconds.5.

speechiness: It detects the presence of spoken words in a track. Values above 0.66 describe tracks

that are probably made entirely of spoken words. Values between 0.33 and 0.66 describe tracks that

may contain both music and speech, either in sections or layered, including such cases as rap music.

Values below 0.33 most likely represent music and other non-speech-like tracks.

6.

FEATURES EXTRACTED



FEATURES EXTRACTED

7. valence: A measure from 0.0 to 1.0 describing the musical positiveness conveyed by a track. Tracks

with high valence sound more positive, while tracks with low valence sound more negative .

8. tempo: The overall estimated tempo of a track in beats per minute (BPM). In musical terminology, tempo

is the speed or pace of a given piece and derives directly from the average beat duration.

9. instrumentalness: Predicts whether a track contains no vocals. The closer the instrumentalness value is

to 1.0, the greater likelihood the track contains no vocal content.

10. liveness: Detects the presence of an audience in the recording. Higher liveness values represent an

increased probability that the track was performed live. A value above 0.8 provides strong likelihood that

the track is live .

11. lyrics: It has entire lyrics of the song (extracted using Genius API).



FEATURES PREPROCESSING
USING RANDOM FOREST

Sentiment Genre



FEATURES PREPROCESSING



FEATURES PREPROCESSING



FEATURES PREPROCESSING



FEATURES PREPROCESSING



FEATURES PREPROCESSING
LYRICS



ML
METHODOLOGY



Extract Song Audio
Features and Lyrics by
taking Track Name and

Artist as Inputs

01

FEATURE
EXTRACTION

02 03

3 Forests:
Audio Features for

Genre
Audio Features for

Sentiment
Lyrics for Sentiment

RANDOM
FOREST Our Output is the Genre

and Sentiment!

RESULTS



01

Added extra songs for
sentiments /  genres and
lyrics as per imbalances

in data

POPULATING
DATASET

02 03

Fine-Tuned min_leves,
max_depth and

n_estimators for al l
trees using ROC-AUC

Curve

RANDOM
FOREST using standardised

testing methods to
assess model outputs

on test and train
datasets (We used an

20-80 spl it)

EVALUATION



RANDOM FOREST
Random Forests are known for their  abi l ity to resist
overf itt ing,  a common problem where the model performs
wel l  on training data but poorly on unseen data.  This is
because they ensemble mult iple decision trees,  each
trained on a random subset of features and data points.  This
inherent randomness reduces the variance of the model ,
leading to better general ization 

Results-of-different-Machine-learning-models-on-all-features

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Results-of-different-Machine-learning-models-on-all-features_tbl1_362948512


SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
SVMs offer a robust approach to music genre and sentiment classification

with their ability to handle high-dimensional data, achieve good
generalization, and tackle non-linear relationships. Additionally,

interpretability techniques can provide valuable insights into the music
characteristics driving the classifications.

Reference: T. Tismo-Capili, “Musical Emotions Analysis,” thesis, 2021.



PERFORMANCE
METRICS



FINE TUNING RANDOM FOREST USING
ROC-AUC CURVE



GENRE CLASSIFICATION USING
RF ON AUDIO FEATURES AND

RE-POPULATED DATA



SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION
USING AUDIO FEATURES



MAX_FEATURES V/S ACCURACY

PCA FOR
TEXT DATA



RANDOM FOREST + TFIDFVECTORIZER
FOR SENTIMENTS
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MORE METHODS
RANDOM FOREST



SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Unique_songs.tsv merged dataset.tsv



NAIVE BAYES
Unique_songs.tsv merged dataset.tsv



CHALLENGES



Ambiguity:  Analyzing music sentiment and genre is complex
due to varied perceptions and evolving genre definit ions.
Determining the importance of sentiments and genres is
subjective,  inf luenced by personal  preferences.

Imbalanced dataset:  We extracted same number of songs
for each sentiment but Genius API did not have lyr ics for al l
the songs,  this wi l l  be an issue for mult i l ingual  sentiment
analysis .

Deployment:  It  is  l imited to one language,  resources to work with
Hindi music were not avai lable.  Songs get mislabeled due to
confl ict ing lyr ical  and musical  features,  which further gets distorted
due to sarcasm and changing language context over t ime.
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